
HIGHEST 3D SOUND QUALITY

THE UNIQUE LISTENING EXPERIENCE 

Natural sound converter Eternita for sound therapy / sound for
events / private use 

ETERNITA is designed to meet the highest musical demands:

Powerful and a professional all-rounder (2 x 180 WRMS) It is suitable as a PA system for the precise and
undistorted live transmission of speech, vocals and instrumentation For concerts, seminars, conferences and trade
fairs as well as for professional mixing in the recording studio All this in an impressive quality that is suitable for

defining a new age of music!

In the interior - especially in rooms with "difficult" acoustics, ETERNITA projects such a detailed and true-to-
original sound image into the room that the listener is acoustically barely able to differentiate between LIVE

music and sound carriers Outside you have to experience ETERNITA yourself in order to be able to assess what a
completely different sound experience comes about when music spreads undirected and with almost no stressful

sound pressure into the open space.

Even at a distance of 100 meters and beyond, musical subtleties and details remain differentiated and perceptible.
The natural sound characteristics of the 3D music are created by the NATURAL SOUND CONVERTER.

The sound flows like a spring fountain with a fountain in all directions without a deficit of the audible time
differences, reflections or disturbing reverberation phenomena. The acoustic result is unadulterated enjoyment

even at distances that you previously thought impossible! 



Even at higher volumes, the ETERNITA surprisingly remains free of distortion and the sound is retained

The proportions of the individual housing parts as well as the selected room volume are based on precisely
determined harmonic numerical ratios (including the golden ratio, Euler's number), which are reflected both in the

aesthetic effect as well as in the acoustic harmony and the unique 3D SOUND EXPERIENCE made possible 

Natural materials for a natural sound!

Innovations and special features of ETERNITA: Two freely selectable built-in crossover systems 3-
stage bass reflex tube system with "Vario membrane" Synchronization of the crossovers by

quartz crystals 

For indoor or outdoor areas and the dynamic adaptation of the sound to the spatial conditions automatically
adjusts the damping of the woofer to the given volume and ensures a clean bass at any volume

For a significantly improved phase linearity, a clear location of the entire musical event and an extremely precise
impulse behavior

Gold production in certain places for highest vibration information, for purity, clarity and health 

Technical specifications:

- 2 x 3-way speaker columns - 2 x 180 watts RMS at 4 ohms Equipment: - 2 x 6 m connection cable
- 2 x high-end plugs Material: - 7-layer glued real wood with face veneer Struts / plates made of 
V2A stainless steel Speaker columns: - Height: 120.0 cm - Ø body: 30.0 cm - Ø base: 32.0 cm 
Weight: 25.3 kg (per column) 



RENTAL per DAY CHF 350.- 
(including delivery within 100 KM from Bern / CHF 1.- per additional KM)

SUPPORT SOUND TECHNICIAN per DAY CHF 300.- (including delivery within 100 KM from
Bern / CHF 1.- per additional KM)

SALE - on request 

Home Set Varia  EURO 3820.-
inkl. MwSt.
Accessories on request (amplifier, etc.) 

Eternita                   EURO  8450.-
inkl. MwSt.
Accessories on request (amplifier, etc.) 

There is a choice of different wood varias: cherry or maple

ACCESSORIES / AMPLIFIERS can be ordered with a purchase on request

CONTACT

0041 78 204 05 00 / TWISTER-ALAN@GMX.CH

If you are interested in renting / buying, write to this address (SMS / whatsApp / Telegram) 

mailto:TWISTER-ALAN@GMX.CH

